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A newsletter, mailed to each and hopefully to be read and
re read has been missed by many of us and is greatly needed
to maintain our connection with slower times. Now most of
us desire faster times but herein will be the exception. A
newsletter can convey a sense of connection and history in
a way impossible with modern communication. It can be read
anywhere and shared and can be kept safely to mark our
time together.
Initially we will attempt a quarterly paper and we hope to
increase in volume or frequency as the case may be. The
modern electronic website will continue to provide scores
and immediate news about the Outlaws. The cowboy times
will contain the slower news such as club history, some
entertainment and insights about our partners here on the
range.
We first came together as a group in 1998. Many of the
founders already knew each other---some of us found the
cowboy table at the last gun show and signed up that we
were interested. Arizona joe and Yakima canutt were
already shooting sasss matches around the country but
most of us had not even joined sass yet.
From many sources, clint westwood and the others
contacted a dozen or so of us to come talk about starting
up a cowboy club here in Knoxville. We didn’t have a range
or any idea what we were doing but we had a beginning and a
desire to do something. We listened as the vision was cast
and those with sass experience talked about the rules, guns
and gear that we would need.
Owlhoot agreed to summarize the meeting and he penned the
first newsletter that went out a few days later and so we
have included it here for all to enjoy.
In this first page he very eloquently and briefly describes
the reasons why we all wanted to play cowboy on
Saturdays.

Cowboy Poetry
The Outlaws' Tale of Woe
Ah, the Outlaws' tale of woe
For years wild oats we did sow
We were sometimes cold, sometimes hot
With bellies full, at times not
Hounded, wounded, or taken ill
Or full of power, and strong of will
Riding hard, and shooting fast
We'll someday end the trail, at last
Outlaw men, and even ladies make the trip
With lead straight from the hip
Who will remember if we were good or bad?
But, oh, at the times we had!

Fast Harley- '15

The Blue Trees
Once upon a time in the Lead Mine Valley
Bad men roamed too many to tally
T-Bone Angus,Horseshoe John,and several more
Fought these men to settle a score
Some who joined in were from the Ridge of Oak
Hard-ridin',gunsharp folk
Lead flew like a swarm of bees
So we all took cover in a grove of trees
Their barrel-like trunks gave shade and shelter
But bark,limbs,and leaves were of a strange color
Tombstone said,"I've seen trees of a different hue,
But I've never seen a tree of blue!"

Fast Harley

Do you know Iron, Son?
Remember the movie, “young guns” where the gun hand was
bragging about how he was going to kill billy the kid ?
The boy asked to see the very gun that he was going to use.
Little did the gunfighter know he was talking to the boy
outlaw right then and there and ….well… I won’t spoil the
movie for you.

But how many times has this happened to you?

You stop into a gun shop and there in the case is the single
action colt that is begging you to take a look. So you wait
your turn and say to the fellow behind the counter : “may I
see that colt there?’
He reaches in and proceeds to confidently flip open the
loading gate with his thumb and then he does the
unthinkable---he grabs the cylinder and realizes that
wait—it won’t turn. It is at this very moment you notice the
glock shirt that he is wearing.
Next he remembers that this must be one of them guns that
you pull back on the hammer a bit and so he does just that—
but only a bit ---and then he very timidly turns the
cylinder while holding his thumb on the hammer and you
are hoping that the universe remains in balance only a
moment more.
Finally you are handed the piece and see the very faint
lines on the cylinder and you know that it has to be you to
rescue this fine piece of clockwork machine from the
tactical case.
After all, they don’t make Peacemaker centennials any
more.
River

